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Let rr be a unitary representation of a connected Lie group G, and let 6, 
be the associated representation of the complex enveloping algebra U(B)C of 
the Lie algebra 0. Let 5j be a commutative subalgebra of 8. The commutation 
relation 
eTAYe-e-T = @TX. (+) 
with X E &T(B) and T a skew-Hermitian element of ZT@($))~), is established 
as an operator identity on the space of differentiable vectors for x, under the 
hypothesis that ads($) is nilpotent. Relation (*) is then used to prove that 
a spectral subspace corresponding to a compact, connected component of 
the spectrum of T is invariant under n(G). 
Let G be a Lie group with Lie algebra 8, T a continuous represen- 
tation of G on a complex Banach space Z(T), and &r the associated 
representation of the complexified universal enveloping algebra 
U(B)c on the subspace TP@(x) of C” vectors for 7~. Suppose T E U(Q)C 
is such that the operator &T(T)- (the bar denoting operator closure) 
generates a continuous one-parameter group (or semigroup) of 
bounded operators t -+ W(t) on .X(T) (cf. [8] for some sufficient 
conditions on T that this occur). In case T E 6 this assumption is 
always satisfied, with W’(t) = z(exp tT) (exp : 8 -+ G the usual 
exponential map). Moreover, in this case 
TV(t) : Ayi-) --f a-(7r) (0.1) 
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(acting continuously with respect to the natural Frechet topology 
on Zm(n)), and one has the commutation relations 
W(t) &r(X) v = &(etadrX) W(t) v (0.2) 
holding for X E 8 and z’ E Zm(r). The question then arises as to the 
validity of (0.1) and (0.2) when T is of degree greater than one. 
In the present paper we establish (0.1) and (0.2) under the following 
hypotheses: 
(i) T is skew Hermitian and is in the enveloping algebra of an 
abelian subalgebra 5 C 6. 
(ii) Z(r) is a Hilbert space and rr lH is unitary (where H is 
the connected analytic subgroup of G having Lie algebra 5). 
(iii) For each X E $j, ad,X is nilpotent. 
[Conditions (i) and (ii) automatically imply by spectral theory that 
&r(T)- generates a one-parameter unitary group, while condition 
(iii) implies that ad6(T) is nilpotent, so that eladrX is defined in 
U(B)‘.] We also prove the following generalization of (0.1) and (0.2): 
Let M be the self-adjoint operator &r(iT)-, T as above. Let q(h) = 
Jrm ebAt tip(t), h w ere p is a Radon measure on R such that 1 TV 1 has 
finite moments of all orders, and let T(~)(X) = (d/dX)” y(h), 
k = 0, l,... . Then 
and 
v@)(M) : 3?(7f) 3 3?(n) continuously, (0.1)’ 
v(M) i%-(X) v = T $ &r((ad T)“(X)) #“J(M) v, (0.2)’ 
X E 8, v E JP(QT). Taking p to be the point mass at t, one recovers 
(0.1) and (0.2). As a special case of (0.2)’ we obtain a general form of 
the Theorem of O’Raifeartaigh ([4], [7], [12]), which was the starting 
point of our investigation: If E is the spectral projection corresponding 
to a compact connected component of the spectrum of M, then E 
commutes with n(G). 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 1 we establish 
certain technical results about the spaces xk(n) of k-times differen- 
tiable vectors for VT, and the action of G on these spaces. (These spaces 
are abstract versions of the well-known Sobolev spaces in p.d.e. 
theory, and have also been discussed by Schwartz [I I] from a 
somewhat different point of view.) In Section 2 we show that if H is 
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a nilpotently embedded analytic subgroup of G and TV is a measure 
on the Lie algebra $ of H, then the operator Jr, n(exp X) &(X) acts 
continuously on YP(,), provided 7~ lH is uniformly bounded and 1 p 1 
has finite moments of sufficiently high order (depending on k). 
In Section 3 we use the results of Sections 1 and 2 to establish (0.1) 
under hypotheses (i), (ii), and (iii). In order to establish the com- 
mutation relations (0.2), we first construct in Section 4 a dense space 
of vectors in x”(r) which are analytic vectors for T. Using such 
vectors we then obtain (0.2) and the generalizations (0.1)’ and (0.2)’ 
in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6 we give a counter-example to show 
that (0.1) and (0.2) can fail to hold when hypothesis (iii) is dropped. 
1. SPACES &9(r) 
Let 7r be a strongly continuous representation of the Lie group G 
on a Banach space Z E Z(r). To every vector v E %(z-) we associate 
the Z-valued function 6 on G given by v”(g) = 7~( g) ~1. We define, 
for k a nonnegative integer, 
cs’P(n-) = {v E t%‘(r) j d E Ck(G; P)}. 
Here Ck(G; 2) is the space of Z-valued functions on G whose 
partial derivatives of order <k exist and are (strongly) continuous. 
Thus *O(r) = zP, while the space Z’“(n) of infinitely differentiable 
vectors for 7~ is the intersection of the spaces Z”(n), k >, 0. It is also 
clear from the definition that Yk(n) is invariant under n(G), since 
the map v +P B intertwines 7~ and right translations on G. 
To investigate the action of 8 on Zk(r) we need an alternate 
operator-theoretic characterization of this space. If X E 6, then 
&T(X) will denote the infinitesimal generator of the one-parameter 
group of operators t --f rr(exp tX). Let Xi ,..., X, be an arbitrary 
basis for 8 (to be fixed throughout this section), and let 33(T) denote 
the domain of an operator on .@. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let k > 1. Then 
sP(7r) = f-j B(dT(X,)“1 ..* &7(X,)“d). 
lal=k 
(1.1) 
Proof. Denote the right side of (1.1) by Wk. If z, E Zk(r), then 
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using the G invariance of Zk(n) and the theory of one-parameter 
groups of operators, it is straightforward to establish the equation 
a 12 
t-1 at, B(exp tlXl ..* exp tdXd) 
= v(exp tlXl . . . exp tjXj) ff7~(X~)~ m(exp tj+,Xi+, . . exp tdXd) 2, (1.2) 
for any n < k. It then follows by iteration of Eq. (1.2) that v E Wk. 
To establish the opposite inclusion, we consider the case k = 1 
first (cf. [6], Th eorem 5 for an alternate proof). Let ZI E IV, and 
consider the map F : Rd -+ X given by 
F(t, ,..., td) = +exp &Xl ... exp tdXd) v, t = (tl ,..., fd) E Rd. 
Using the fact that v E W, we have the formula 
F(t) = F(O) + i 4 gk(t>> St” r(exp sXk) d4Xk) v & 
k=l 0 
(1.3) 
where gk(t) = exp &Xi e.0 exp tk-iXk-i and gi(t) = e. By (1.3) and 
the strong continuity of 7~ it follows that F is strongly differentiable 
at t = 0, with differential the linear map t w &, t, &r(Xk) v. 
Now q~ : t ~--t exp &Xl *** exp tdXd and # : t ++ exp X(t), X(t) = 
Ck tkX, , both define local analytic isomorphisms from a neighborhood 
of 0 in Rd to a neighborhood of e in G. Furthermore, the map #-lo v 
has Jacobian equal to I at t = 0. ([3], Chap. 11). Hence, we can 
conclude that the function t ++ z-(exp X(t)) v is strongly differentiable 
at t = 0, with differential the linear map t I+ &, t, &(Xk) v. In 
particular, v E 9(&(X)) f or all X E 8. It also follows that B is Cl, 
since 
& a( g exp -W))lt=o = 4 8) 4&J v. 
h 
This shows &? = Wr. 
Assume Hk = Wk, and let v E Wk+l. By the case k = 1 we have 
v E .9(&r(X)) f or all XEB and w -&r(X)v~ Wk. But w”(g) = 
(d/dt) v”(g * exp tX), so all first-order partial derivatives of 5 are in 
Ck(G; Z). Hence, v” E Ck+i(G; Z). Q.E.D. 
Remark. In the course of the proof we also established that if 
v E #l(n), then the map X --f &7(X) v is linear from oj, to %?. 
Using Proposition 1.1 we can define a G-invariant Banach space 
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structure on Zk(n) as follows: Let v E .Zk. Then if Yr ,..., Y,, E (Fi 
and n < k, we have z, E P(&r( Y,) *** &r( Y,)). Define 
I44 = lq;z, I d7T(xjl) “’ dn(xj,z) v II (1.4) 
(PO(W) = 1: 2’ I!). I n case z’ or’ -P(n), C&(X) ZJ = an(X) V, so this 
definition extends the definition of the seminorms p,% on Zm(n) 
made in [2]. Set 
II ‘u Ilk = c h(V), v E Z”(4. 
O<VEZk 
Since &r(X) is a closed operator, X E 8, we obtain immediately from 
the operator characterization of x”(n) 
COROLLARY 1.1. &9(n) is complete in the norm I/ . ljli . 
The advantage of the particular norm // * /Ix- on 3P(7r) is that it 
facilitates estimates of the action of G on Zk(n). In order to state 
these estimates, let 1 X j = Cj j Ej 1 if X = C E,Xj E 6. If L is a 
linear transformation on 6, let I/L /j denote the operator norm of L 
with respect to the norm / X ( on 6. Let Ad : G -+ Aut(6) be the 
adjoint representation. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let 7#)( g) = n( g)jmkc,,, . Then g ++ &j(g) is 
a strongly continuous representation of G on the Banach space SF(~), 
and 
II n(g) v i//c d (1 + II A4 g-W) I/ 4g)ll II v //A. . (1.5) 
Proof. Let us write X!J = Ad( g-l) X, g E G, X E 6. Then 
we have the relation, 
dn(X) r( g) = 4 g) dr(Xg)> (1.6) 
obtained by differentiating the relation, 
g-l exp tXg = exp[t Ad( g-l) X]. 
Hence if TJ E Zk(n) and n < k, we have the estimate, 
d4 g) v) d iI Ad( P)li” II +~I/P~v)~ (1.7) 
[Here we have used the inequality /I dz-(X) v 11 < j X / pr(w), which 
follows from the linearity of X -+ dm(X) TJ and the definition of 1 X I.] 
Inequality (1.5) follows from (1.7). 
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To establish the continuity of g ---t &)( g), we observe that g -+ Xg 
is continuous and X -+ &r(X) v is linear and hence continuous, for 
z’ E x1(~). Hence, g + &( Y,g) .+a &( Yk.g) v is continuous from G 
to 2 for any Y, ,..., Yr, E 05 and ZJ E x”(r). By assumption the map 
g, w --+ n( g) v is continuous from G x ,X to 3. It follows by iteration 
of formula (1.6) that g --+ &r( Y,) ... dr( YJ x(g) ZJ is continuous 
from G to 2, for any v E Srk(z-). By definition of the seminorms pI; 
this establishes the strong continuity of g -+ z-tkJ( g). Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let 2 be a subspace of Xk(r) which is invariant 
under r(G) and dense in H(r). Then 2 is dense in %k(r). 
Proof (after [lo]). Let ~44 be the closure of 9 in Zk(r). Since G 
acts continuously on Zk(7r), we have ~9 invariant under G and dense in 
x(n). Hence if ZI E JZ and v E C,.“(G), we have 
in .J&’ by the completeness of pk(7r). Suppose now w E Zk(n). Pick 
v, E J?’ such that o, --+ w in x(n). Then n(q) vu, --f z-(v) w in Z”(n), 
since v is C”. Hence, ~(9)) w E 4. Letting y run through a Ccm(G)- 
approximate identity, we get w E .&‘. Q.E.D. 
Remark. As a particular case of Corollary 1.2 we have x”(n) 
dense in Sk(n) for every k. 
In case v is a unitary representation on Hilbert space there is yet 
another description of the spaces Sk(n) which we include here for 
future use. Namely, let d = J&r Xk2, {Xk} being any basis for 8, 
and let A be the closure of the operator 1 - &-(A). The operator A 
is self-adjoint and positive, and for the positive square root B = AlI2 
we have 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let 7~ be a unitary representation. Then 
Sk(~) = 9(Bk) as Banach spaces, where /I Bkv j j is the norm on 9(Bk). 
Proof. Since Zm(n) = n,“=, Q(B”) [7], we have Z”(n) C .Q(B”) 
and stable under B. Also for o E =Zm(r), 11 Bkv II2 = <&r( 1 - O)k v, v), 
where (u, v> denotes the inner product on x. But &r(l - d)k is the 
sum of terms of the form &r( Yr .*. Yz,), n ,( k, Yi E ($5. Using the 
skew-symmetry of &T(Y) to transpose half of such a monomial, 
together with the Schwarz inequality, we obtain an estimate 
II Bkv !j < C, II v Iik , (1.8) 
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v E 3Jccc(z-). Since B” is a closed operator and x”(r) is dense in Hk(n) 
(Corollary 1.2), we have Zk(7r) C s(P) and inequality (1.8) holding 
for all v E Z”(x). 
To establish estimates in the opposite direction, we start with 
the estimate 
II v II2 < c I! Av IO (W 
holding for all v E ZOO(n) by [7], Lemma 6.3. This estimate implies 
the estimate 
Ii &fad Xi, ... ad Xi,(A)) v 11 < cn // Av /I (1.10) 
for u E Z”(r) and some constant C. (Cf. proof of Theorem 2 of [l].) 
Following an idea of Nelson (cf. appendix to [I]), we form 
J&! = Zoo(~) @ Zm(n), and give J! the norm, 
II u 0 ‘u II = II u II1 + II v /I* 
Let 
X E 6. Then by (1.9), 
II J@ 0 411 < C I X 10 Au II + II v IId = C I X I II f+ 0 911. 
Also 
ad xi1 **. ad gj”(H) = (a+d Xj, 
0 0 
... ad X&l)) 1 0 ’ 
so that by (1.10) we have the estimate 
II ad 2~~ ... ad $,,(H)(u 0 v)ll < Cn 11 Au ji < Cn jl H(u @ v)II. 
It follows from Lemma 2’ of [1] (taking Yk = H in that lemma), that 
for some constant C, , and all j, , 1 < j, < d. 
Now when n = 2k, 
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so (1.11) yields the two estimates 
and 
II a+fjl ... Xj,,> u Ill < G II Aku Ill 
II ar(xj, ... Xi,,> v II < C, II A’“v II. 
Since this holds for all j, , we get the estimates 
and 
II UII Zk+l < ck I/ B2”u 111 
// U Ij2k < ck iI B2k~ /I, 
holding for all u E Zm(~). But 11 &(Xj) u II2 = -(&(Xt) U, u) < 
(Au, u) = 11 Bu j12, hence 11 B2k~ II1 < II B2k+1u 11. Thus for all u E Zm(7r) 
and any k we have an estimate 11 u Ilk < Gk 11 Bku 11. Using the density 
of sa(n) in xk(rr) we conclude that 9(Bk) = Z”(r) with equivalent 
norms. Q.E.D. 
2. MEASURES ON NILPOTENTLY EMBEDDED SUBGROUPS 
Let p be a Radon measure on G (G, 7~ as in Section 1). If p has 
compact support, then the operator 44 = .I%) 4-U acts 
continuously on the spaces Sk(r), by Proposition 1.2 and the general 
theory of representations on Banach spaces. However if p does not 
have compact support, then estimate (1.5) shows that, in general 
(even when rr is uniformly bounded), p must decrease exponentially 
at 00 in order that n(p) act continuously on Zk(n). In the following 
special case, however, polynomial decrease suffices: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose H is a connected analytic subgroup of G 
(not necessarily closed) whose Lie algebra 8 satis$es the condition 
(iii) For each X E !+j, ad,X is nilpotent. 
Suppose that r IH is un;formly bounded. Then there exists an integer N 
such that for any Radon measure p on $j satisfying 
f -5 
(1 + I X IN>” d I P l(X) < ~0, (2.1) 
the operator J8 n(exp X) dp(X) acts continuously on Sk(r). 
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Proof. By assumption (iii) we may choose N so that (ad,,X)N+l = 0. 
Then estimate (1.5) and the uniform boundedness of 71 H imply that 
when X E 5 and v E ,Xk(n) (C being a constant independent of X, U, 
and K). The conclusion of Proposition 2.1 follows from integrating 
estimate (2.2) with respect to p /. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 2.1. If p has finite moments of all orders then 
J5 r(exp X) dp(X) acts continuously on Z”(z-). 
3. SMOOTH ACTION OF ONE-PARAMETER GROUPS OF OPERATORS 
Let t -+ W(t) be a strongly continuous one-parameter group (or 
semigroup) of operators on x(n) (G, r as in Section 1). We shall 
say that W(t) acts smoothly relative to 7~ if W(t) maps Z”(n) con- 
tinuously into Z’%(n) and t + W’(t)1 pm(,) is continuous in the strong 
operator topology (uniform convergence on bounded sets of Zm(n)). 
Here Z=(n) is topologized as in [2], i.e., as the intersection of the 
Banach spaces xk(~), k 3 0. 
Immediate examples of such one-parameter groups are 
t -+ z-(exp tX), X E 8, and any one-parameter group commuting 
with r(G). Suppose T E U(Q) ’ is such that the operator &-(T) has a 
closure which generates a one-parameter group. In this section we 
give sufficient conditions for such a one-parameter group to act 
smoothly relative to x when T has degree greater than one. 
Recall that on U(6)” there is an involutory, conjugate-linear 
antiisomorphism T + T* such that X* = -X when X E 6. An 
element T is said to be skew-Hermitian in case T” = -T. If 7~ is 
a unitary representation, then for U, ‘u E Zm(~) one has <&r(T) u, v) I= 
(u, &r( T*) a). 
In the remainder of the paper we will assume hypotheses (i), (ii) 
and (iii) of the Introduction. Namely, we are given a connected, 
abelian analytic subgroup H C G with Lie algebra sj satisfying 
(iii) For each X E !$, ad,X is nilpotent. 
(cf. [12] for examples of such pairs (G, H).) We take T to be a skew- 
Hermitian element of U(B)‘, and we assume that r is a representation 
of G on a Hilbert space such that r jx is unitary. Since H is abelian, 
it follows that M = &(iT)- exists and is self-adjoint ([S]). 
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THEOREM 3.1. The one-parameter unitary group t ---f eitM acts 
smoothly relative to r. 
Proof. Since X -+ n(exp X) is a unitary representation of sj 
(as an additive group), by the spectral theorem there is a projection- 
valued measure E on the dual space 6’ such that 
rr(exp X) = 1 ~+(~,t)E(ff[). 
- 8’ 
(3.1) 
(Here (e, *) denotes the pairing between 8 and a’.) 
Define a homomorphism T -+ p from U($)c to polynomial functions 
on a’ by sending X E $j into the function 
The operation T -+ T* gets transformed into complex conjugation, 
so T* = -T implies p(t) is pure imaginary. It follows easily by 
spectral theory that 
eitM _ - 
s 
ettcnE(d[). (3.2) 
%’ 
Let Xi ,..., X,, be a basis for 6. If 5 E 5’, set j 4 I2 = xj i(Xj , [)I*, 
and consider the operator 
Denoting the integrand in (3.3) by F,(t, f) and assuming the degree 
of T is r > I, we verify by induction that the 5 derivatives are of 
the form 
DeuF,(t, [) = Q.(.$, t)(l + 1 6 /2)-n-lbl e@(E), (3.4) 
where Q!. is a polynomial of degree < 1 01 ](Y + 1) in 5 and of degree 
< I 01 I in t. (Here DEa = aiUl~a& *em ae;, (tj> the basis of Js’ dual to 
{X,).) It follows that DColFJt, <) E L,($‘) provided 2 1 cy / < 
(4n - m)!(r - l), and that 
II D,“F,(t, .)IIL~Q,,) < GU + I t lia’) (3.5) 
for such 01, where C, is a constant independent of t. Iff,(t, X) is the 
Fourier transform of FJt, t) with respect to [, we deduce from the 
Plancherel theorem that (1 + 1 X l)k fm(t, X) is in L,(5) for 
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2k <: (4~2 -- WZ)/(Y - I). Since (1 + 1 X I)-“’ is in L,(b) (we assume 
m := dim & $ l), we obtain by (3.5) and the Schwarz inequality that 
s x-3 (1 + ’ Xi)” jfn(t, X)1 dX < C,(l + I t l@‘rl), (3.6) 
provided k + m < 2n,lr. In particular, if we take 2n >, rm, then 
fn(t, a) Eli. It follows from (3.3) that 
Wn(t) = j6fn(t, X) +exp 4 cc. (3.7) 
Choose N now such that (ad,X) N+l = 0 for all X E sj. Then (3.6), 
(3.7) and Proposition 2.1 imply that W%(t) : Zk(r) ---f Zk(n) 
continuously, provided Nk + m < 2nlr. Specifically, we have the 
estimate 
II Wn(t) v Ilk < w + I t IkN+T II v Ilk . (3.8) 
Furthermore, (3.4) and the dominated convergence theorem show 
that t + DfmF,(t, f) is continuous from R to L,(Jj’), hence by the 
Plancherel theorem and the Schwartz inequality we have t + f,( t, X) 
continuous from R to L,(sj; (1 + 1 X 1”)” dX), provided Nk + m f 
2n/r. By Proposition 2.1 we obtain the continuity of t -+ Wn(t)~2~tnj . 
To complete the proof of Theorem 3.1, we simply note that if 
v E xm(r), then 
e-it% = W,(t) &r(A) v, (3.9) 
where A = (1 - C,“=, Xkz), E U(e). Hence given k, if we pick 
n = r(Nk + m), then for ZI E Zm(n) we obtain the estimate 
II eitMv Ilk < Cd + I t TN+9 II v llk+2n. (3.10) 
Since this holds for any k, we have city : A?‘(n) 4 nk Sk(r) = 
Z@“(X) continuously. It is also clear from the factorization (3.9) and 
the strong continuity of t --+ WJt) on xk(n) that t -+ eitM lJynm,,,) 
is strongly continuous. Q.E.D. 
4. SMOOTHING BY STRONGLY ELLIPTIC OPERATORS ON N 
Let G, H and 7~ be as in Section 3, and consider an operator 
n E WV which is strongly elliptic, i.e., Re(&S)) 3 C 1 .$ jr for .$ 
sufficiently large, where r = order A and C > 0. The operator 
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%(A) is essentially normal, and we denote its closure by L. If E(m) is 
the projection-valued measure on 5 determined by Eq. (3.1), then 
-L generates a semigroup which is given by 
e-tL = 
s 
&“‘E(df), (4.1) 
5’ 
t > 0. [The strong ellipticity of A assures the convergence of the 
integral in (4.1).] 
THEOREM 4.1. The semigroup t + e-lL, t > 0, acts smoothly 
relative to n, and Range (e--tL jpDmC,J is invariant under &r(Q). 
Proof. The function e-lA(tJ is in the Schwartz space Y($j’). Taking 
a Fourier transform with respect to 5 and using (4.1), we obtain the 
alternate formula 
e-tL = 
s 
~(4 X> r(exp X) d-T (4.2) 
5 
where p(t, *) E y”(g). It follows from Corollary 2.1 that e-tL acts 
continuously on &P”(n). 
Next consider the action of 6 on At = Range{eetL I++,)}. If 
YE 8, z, E Z“‘(n), then by the estimates of Section 2 and Eq. (4.2) 
we have 
lh( Y) e-tLv = 
s 
p(t, X) Lhr( Y) n(exp X) v dX, (4.3) 
5 
the integral converging absolutely in Zto(r). But 
&r(Y) rr(exp X) v = x(exp X) $0 9 &((ad X)k (Y)) v, 
by (iii). Let X = Ct, tjXi, ai = ad Xi , Am = s;l *a* Sz. Then 
we have 
&r(Y) z-(exp X) v = r(exp X) 1 q pw, , (4.4) 
jal<N . 
where w, = &r(@(Y)) z, E Z?‘(T). Thus by (4.3) and (4.4) to show 
the B-invariance of A%‘~ it suffices to show that if Q(X) is a polynomial 
function on 9 and w E &?(r), then J$p(t, X) Q(X) n(exp X) w dX 
is expressible as J$p(t, X) rr(exp X) u dX for some u E Z”(V), 
Now Q(X) ~(t, Xl is the Fourier transform of 
s (&) e- tAw = &t, .c) e-tAw, 
5W6/2-5 
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where l? is a polynomial in t and 6. Hence, 
i’ p(t, X) Q(X) a(exp X) zu dX = e-%T(&) w, % (43) 
where R, f U(s) c is determined by R,(t) = l?(t, [). This establishes 
the invariance of A&‘~ under 6. 
The calculation just made shows that for any element 2 E U(B) 
and v E ,xr(7r), one has 
&7(Z) ectLv = C t”e@lw,, 
k=O 
where wk E x”(r) and w, = &T(Z) o. Furthermore, Ij wk )/ < C 11 2, /lV1, 
where C and n are independent of ~1. Hence lim,\, e-% = z, in 
Z=(n), uniformly on bounded sets. Q.E.D. 
5. COMMUTATION RELATIONS 
Let G, H, and 7~ be as in Section 3. Before proving (0,2), we first 
establish the basic algebraic consequence of assumptions (i) and (iii): 
LEMMA 5.1. Let T E U(e), Y E 6. Then there exists an integer N 
such that (ad T)N (Y) = 0. 
Remark. This lemma is stated as Lemma 4.1 in [12]. The proof 
given there, however, appeals to Engel’s theorem, which is inapplicable 
in this context since the space U,(B) of elements of degree <n is 
not stable under ad T when T is of degree > 1. In fact the conclusion 
of Lemma 5.1 is false if $ is merely nilpotent and not abelian, as 
simple examples show. Our proof is a computational one along the 
lines of Lemma 1 of [9]. 
Proof of Lemma 5.1. Let X1 ,..., X, be a basis for !& and set 
aj = ad6Xj . Since sj is abelian, the operators ai commute among 
themselves and with multiplication by Xj acting on U(6). Further- 
more, if T, , T, E U(!jj) we have for the same reason 
[ad(T, + If,)]" = i (i)(ad TJk(ad Tz)"-k. 
k=O 
Hence, it suffices to treat the case T = PI1 0.. Fz = X3. Set 
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ip = sp *a* Pz. Then we will verify by induction on p that for any 
multiindex y, there exist constants CJOL, 18) such that 
[~~(~v>l”( Y) = 1 4% B> vu X6, (5.1) ‘S+B=ioY lal>lJ 
YE 6. 
p = 1: Set X(t) = Cj”=, tiXj , t = (t, ,..., t,,) E R". By the 
standard commutation formula, 
[X(t)“, Y] = i (f) [ad X(t)]’ (Y) * X(t)n-k. 
k=l 
(5.2) 
Since sj is abelian, we can expand X(t)fi and [ad X(t)]” by the binomial 
formula. Equating coefficients of 27 on each side of (5.2) gives the 
identity 
establishing (5.1) in this case. 
Now assume (5.1) holds for p. Then by (5.3) we have 
[adWY)lp+l (Y>= c ~4~~ B>c a+B=mJ 
& Gm+fi( Y) X6+“, 
LL+u=v . lal3p I421 
which establishes (5.1) in the case p + 1. 
The conclusion of Lemma 5.1 follows immediately from formula 
(5.1) by the nilpotency of aj and the condition 1 01 j > p. Q.E.D. 
Suppose now that T E U(b) ’ is skew-Hermitian. Set M = &(iT)- 
as in Section 3, and let IV(t) = e-itM. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let v E s?‘(n), Y E 6. Then 
W(t) &r(Y) 0 = &(etadTY) V(t) v. (5.4) 
Proof. Let degree T = n, and set A = (1 - C,“=- Xk2)*, {XJ 
being a basis for sj. A is strongly elliptic, since /i(l) = (1 + 1 ,$ 12)12. 
Let L be the closure of &r(A). We shall first verify (5.4) in the case 
ZI = PLW, s > 0, w E SW(n). Since W(t) commutes with e-sL and 
acts smoothly relative to rr, the space of such ZI is invariant under 
W(t). It is also invariant under 0, by Theorem 4.1. 
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If e = e~“~w, then by obvious estimates ZI is an analytic vector for 
ii+ T), so that 
W(t)v = kgo; &r(T)” v, (5.5) 
with the series converging in 8 for all s. Thus if YE 6, then by the 
above and Theorem 4.1, 
W(t)&(Y)v = lim 2 ~~77(FY)v. 
N+= k=O k! 
Using the standard commutator formula again, we get 
W(t) ar(Y)v = $2 ? q h((ad 7’)” (Y)) 
n=o n. 
(54 
By Lemma 5.1 there exists an n, such that (ad T)” (Y) = 0 for 
n > no. Equation (5.4) thus follows from (5.5) and (5.6), when 
v = e-sLw, w E&?(T). Since both sides of (5.4) are continuous 
in the X’“(r)-topology, we may let s ‘\ 0, using Theorem 4.1, to 
establish the validity of (5.4) for all o E s”(r). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let p be a Radon measure on R such that j p j has 
finite moments of all orders. Set v(A) = Jmso e-Qt dp(t), y(“)(X) = 
(d/dA)k &I). Th en the operators v(“)(M) act continuously on Xm(r), 
and for YE 8, v E Zm(r), the following commutation relation holds: 
v(M) &r(Y) v = 5: g &r((ad T)* (Y)) c#~)(&‘) w. (5.7) 
I . 
Remarks 1. Equation (5.4) is the special case of (5.7) obtained 
by taking p to be the point mass at t. 
2. The right side of (5.7) is a finite sum, due to Lemma 5.1. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2. Since q(“)(X) = Jr73 (-it)” e-iA6 dp(t), we 
can express T(~)(M) in terms of W(t): 
p’(M) = Irn lqt)(-ity- d/L(t). (5.8) --D 
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By estimate (3.10), Theorem 3.1, and the assumption that 1 p 1 has 
finite moments of all orders, we deduce from the integral represen- 
tation (5.8) that F(~)(M) acts continuously on X’“(r). Thus by 
Theorem 5.1 and Eq. (5.8) we obtain 
q$vl) &-r(Y) v = Irn w(t) &r(Y) v d/L(t) 
--co cc = s c --m li $ a$(ad TY (Y)) Yt>v G(t) 
= ; G %((ad T)” (Y)) v’“‘(M). 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5.1. (Generalized O’Raifeartaigh Theorem). Let E 
be a spectral projection of M corresponding to a compact connected 
component of the spectrum of M. Assume G is connected. Then 
for all g E G. 
4 A?) E = -J-w g), (5.9) 
Remark. The case treated by O’Raifeartaigh, Jost, and Segal 
([9], [4], and [12], respectively) q re uired that E be a discrete eigen- 
space of M, i.e., correspond to an isolated point in the spectrum of M. 
Proof of Corollary 5.1. Let J = [a, b] be the given compact 
component of the spectrum of M. Pick y E C,“(R) such that y = 1 
on J and q = 0 on the other components of the spectrum of M. 
Then y(M) = E, while T(~)(M) = 0, as follows by the spectral 
theorem. Since the Fourier transform of 9 is in the Schwartz space 
,4”, we may apply Theorem 5.2 to deduce that 
E : F+r) + S+-‘(X) 
continuously, and 
hr( Y) Ev = E&(Y) v (5.10) 
for z1 E pm(~), YE 6. 
To pass from (5.10) to (5.9), we use the following argument, due to 
N.S. Poulsen (cf. [lo]). Let X,(zr) be the space of analytic vectors for 
r. By a theorem of Nelson [7], Xw(r) is dense in X(r). Now if 
v E X,(n), YE Q, then 
n(exp t Y) v = nEO $ &r( Y>” v, 
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the series converging absolutely for 1 t 1 < E (e depending on u and Y). 
By (5.10) we have E,Pw(r) C .Pw(~), with 
E+exp t Y) u = +exp t Y) Ev (5.11) 
for / t 1 < E. For ~1 E Zw(.rr), Y E 6 fixed, let r be the set of numbers 
t E R for which (5.11) holds. Since Zw(n) is invariant under r(G), 
the above argument shows I’ is open. Since t -+ n(exp t Y) is strongly 
continuous, r is also closed. Hence r = R. By the density of Zw(n), 
we conclude that (5.11) holds for all 21 E Z’(n), t E R, YE 8. But G, 
being connected, is generated by its one-parameter subgroups, so 
(5.9) follows from (5.11). Q.E.D. 
6. A COUNTEREXAMPLE 
In this section we show that Theorem 3.1 can fail to hold when 
ad,($) is not nilpotent. As a counterexample we take G to be the 
ax + b group, and r to be the unitary representation of G on L,(R) 
such that 
&r(X) = d/dx, &r(Y) = multiplication by it?. 
(Here X, Y form a basis for 6 with [X, yl = Y.) We take H to be 
the subgroup (exp tX}-, c lim , and T = iX2. Then conditions (i) 
and (ii) are satisfied, but not (iii). 
From the commutation relation [X, yl = Y we calculate that 
ad T(Y) = iY(2X + l), so that (ad T)” (Y) = PY(2X + 1)“. Hence, 
on the formal power series level we have the identity 
etTy e-tT = y eitW+l)m (6-l) 
Consider now the validity of formula (6.1) as an equation in 
operators on xm(r), where we replace X by X = &(X), Y by &T(Y), 
and T by T = &r(T)-. When t is real, the operator vita is unbounded, 
with domain in L,(R) consisting of the functions f whose Fourier 
transform 3 satisfies 
I 
co 
cztE If(()I” d[ < 00. 
--m (6.2) 
If (6.2) holds for t = he, then f extends to a function f(z) holo- 
morphic in the strip j Im z 1 < e (cf. [5], Chap. VI, Section 7). It 
follows that the space fit,+ g(e i’c2x+1)) has zero intersection with 
Ccm(R) for any E > 0. Now (cf. [2], Section 7) P”(n) consists 
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precisely of the Cm functionsf with all derivatives in L,(R), such that 
enzf(x) eLs(R) for n = 0, 1,2,... . In particular, Ccm(R) C Xrn(~). 
Thus, the right side of (6.1) cannot act on all of Zm(r). 
The left side of (6.1) also fails to have meaning on all of Zco(n), 
because the one-parameter group t -+ ed does not act smoothly 
relative to rr. To see this, observe first that if f E H”(n), then3 is the 
L, boundary value of a function F(c) holomorphic in Im < > 0. 
Indeed, we may define 
F(5) = I:, eeic”f(x) dx, Im 5 > 0, 
where the integral is absolutely convergent by the Schwarz inequality 
and the assumption emJCf(x) E L,(R), n > 0. By the Plancherel theorem 
we have 
[jm / F(( + &)I2 d5!1’2 = 277 [J‘” e2qx if(x dx/li2, 
--m --o 
(6.3) 
77 > 0, and F(f + iv) 33(t) in L,(R) as 7 L 0. 
The operator e@ acts by multiplication by e-i@ on the Fourier 
transform. In particular, 
g = e”‘f is h 
if f E Ccm(R) then the Fourier transform of 
t e restriction to the real axis of the entire function 
G(c) = ecit~~((5). Supp ose now that g is in Zm(z-). We can then 
deduce that when Im 5 > 0, 
G(t) = cm ecicxg(x) dx. 
J -cc 
(6.4) 
(Call the right side of (6.4) Gi(<). By Morera’s theorem, using the 
existence of L,-boundary values for G,(i) as Im 5 L 0, we can show 
that the function G(c) gives the analytic continuation of G,(c) to 
the region Im 5 < 0. Since G is entire, G(5) = G,(c) for Im 5 > 0.) 
As a consequence of (6.3) and (6.4) we thus have 
s 
m 
e2tgf I f(S + iy)l” dt < co -co (6.5) 
for all v > 0. If e’ve Z”(n) for t = &E, then by (6.5) we deduce 
via the inverse Fourier transform that f must be an entire function 
(since 3(t + +) is the Fourier transform of Sqf(x)). But f e C,“(R), 
so we must have f = 0. Thus n,=,s Range{e@ IC,m,RJ has zero 
intersection with X”(n). 
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Note added in proof. (1) Since writing this paper we have been informed of related 
work of D. Sternheimer (I. Math. pure et appl., 47 (1968), 289-319), where methods 
somewhat different than ours are employed to obtain the O’Raifeartaigh Theorem 
(our Corollary 5.1). (2) The conclusion of Corollaq 5.1 holds for the projection E 
corresponding to any connected component of the spectrum of M. This was observed 
by Sternheimer (lot. cit.), and can be obtained from the results of Section 5 by a simple 
limiting argument. 
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